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Urhobo is an Edoid language spoken extensively in Delta State, Nigeria. This paper examines tonal alternations in the Urhobo noun phrase with a view to providing more data that can lead to a better understanding of tonal behavior in Edoid languages. The language has two basic tones, high and low, two gliding tones, high-low (falling) and low-high (rising), plus a phenomenon of downstep, both automatic and non-automatic. A number of noun phrases are examined here and, as will become obvious later, the language relies heavily on tone to express many grammatical categories. The main points of interest from this study include the preservation of H at the expense of L, the fact that the loss of L does not result in downstep, that ‘H plus following H can give H so the downstep can be deleted, and that there are syntactically conditioned floating H tones in certain constructions.

1. Introduction

Since Urhobo is not yet a well studied language, a brief mention of its sounds is necessary here. The sounds of Urhobo are given in Tables 1 and 2 below.

Table 1: Urhobo Consonant Sounds

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Bilabial</th>
<th>Labiodental</th>
<th>Alveolar</th>
<th>Palatoalveolar</th>
<th>Palatal</th>
<th>Velar</th>
<th>Labial-velar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plosive</td>
<td>p b</td>
<td>t d</td>
<td>c j</td>
<td>k g</td>
<td>kp gb</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fricative</td>
<td>φ f v</td>
<td>s v</td>
<td>j 3</td>
<td>h γ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nasal</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>j η</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trill/tap</td>
<td></td>
<td>r</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flap</td>
<td></td>
<td>r</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approximant</td>
<td>v</td>
<td></td>
<td>j</td>
<td>w</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The language also has seven phonetic vowels but nine phonological vowels. This is because the vowels /e/ and /o/ behave sometimes as low vowels and sometimes as high vowels in their vowel harmony requirements when they occur in sequences. We shall not, however, discuss that here. Only the seven phonetic vowels, which are also the orthographic vowels, will be presented. There is no contrastive vowel length, although vowels appear to have greater duration when they bear a contour tone.

**Table 2: Urhobo Vowel Sounds**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>i</th>
<th>u</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ε</td>
<td>o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Urhobo tone system has been studied by Kelly (1969), Welmers (1969, 1973), Elugbe (1973, 1989) and Aziza (1997). It has a terraced level tone system with the following characteristics. Only vowels bear tones in this language. There are two basic tones, low (L) and high (H). Consecutive tones are realized on the same pitch level. There are also two gliding tones, HL (falling) and LH (rising) which are generally derived from the basic tones in a relatively few syntactic contexts outside the noun phrase. There are no lexical contour tones. However, the digits in the numeral system display a LH contour in their citation forms, and will be discussed in the appropriate section. There is non-automatic downstep (\(^1\)H) which Welmers regards as a mid tone. His analysis is not surprising since this pitch acts phonologically “special” in ways that are somewhat suggestive of being a M tone. It is found only after H, especially in the final position of some nouns and numerals. It is not traceable to a lost L tone, but it has a lowering effect on the pitch of a following H such that after it, a following H is realized on the same pitch as \(^1\)H and no succeeding tone can rise significantly higher than its level within the same tone phrase. Downstep can be deleted from the phonetic string due to certain phonological processes, and when that happens, the lost \(^1\)H has no lowering effect on surviving tones (see e.g. section 2.1). There is phonetic downdrift such that in a H-L-H sequence, the second H is realized on a pitch level lower than the initial H, but for this to take place, the L tone must be phonetically
realised. Where, due to phonological processes, it gets deleted from the phonetic string, it does not lower a H tone.

Most nouns in Urhobo are either disyllabic or trisyllabic and usually have the structure prefix + stem. The prefix is always a vowel while the stem always begins with a consonant. Prefix vowels of nouns and adjectives usually alternate to reflect number concord. The plural prefix appears in two phonological shapes [i-] ~ [e-], the choice of which depends on the ATR vowel harmony requirements of the stem: [+ATR] vowels select [i-] while [-ATR] vowels select [e-]. Most Urhobo personal names are phrases or even sentences but they can be shortened, and when this is done, they may appear with or without a prefix vowel. For example, [ǔgènètègà] ‘God is worthy to be worshipped’ is usually realized simply as [tègà] ‘worthy to be worshipped’ while [ǹànèfè] ‘this is wealth’ is usually realized as [èfè] ‘wealth’. However, as we shall see later, when such forms occur in certain phrases, a low-toned [i-] prefix is always introduced irrespective of the type of vowel in the stem, an indication that the deletion of the prefix vowel may be only a surface structure phenomenon. Many nouns differ in meaning only because they differ in tone. On the basis of tone patterning, Urhobo disyllabic and trisyllabic nouns in their citation form can be classified into five and ten tone groups respectively as in (1) and (2) below. (Note: in this paper, the tones will be marked as follows: the low tone as [\`], the high tone [´], and the non-automatic downstep as [^] on the vowel bearing the tone).

(1) **Disyllabic Nouns**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tone Pattern</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>low — low</td>
<td>ùsì</td>
<td>‘line’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ùkpè</td>
<td>‘year’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low — high</td>
<td>ùsì</td>
<td>‘starch’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ògò</td>
<td>‘bottle’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>high — high</td>
<td>ãkó</td>
<td>‘cup’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ãkùwã</td>
<td>personal name¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>high — low</td>
<td>ãkùpè</td>
<td>‘bed/bedroom’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>tègà</td>
<td>personal name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>high — downstep</td>
<td>ãgò</td>
<td>‘in-law’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ãyò</td>
<td>‘money’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹ This personal name means ‘gave me’ and comes from [ǘyènèkèwè] spelt as Òghènèkèwè meaning ‘God gave me’.)
(2) **Trisyllabic Nouns**

a. high-high-high (H-H-H)  
    ágádá ‘matchet’  
    éhóhó ‘a hidden corner’

b. high-high-downstep (H-H-'H)  
    óréré ‘town, city’  
    úkókó ‘association, meeting’

c. high-high-low (H-H-L)  
    ónógbò ‘pussy cat’  
    ítábà ‘tobacco’

d. high-low-high (H-L-H)  
    ódibó ‘banana’  
    óyènè ‘God’

e. high-low-low (H-L-L)  
    égòdò ‘compound’  
    ójărè ‘man’

f. low-high-high (L-H-H)  
    irlibó ‘pepper’  
    ìsènè ‘camwood’

g. low-high-downstep (L-H-'H)  
    ùkútà ‘stone’  
    èwèrì ‘monkey’

h. low-low-high (L-L-H)  
    èràkò ‘dog’  
    ìjèrè ‘road’

i. low-low-high (L-L-H)  
    ègbebèdé ‘needle’  
    òkpètú ‘trouble’

j. low-low-low (L-L-L)  
    ódibò ‘servant, slave’  
    òhòrè ‘neck’

It should be noted, though, that the group of nouns here labeled H-L-H are actually closer in pitch to H-M-M but since the basic tones of the language are H and L, we identify them as H-L-H rather than as H-'H-H.

Welmers (1969: 94) states that the mid tone, which we regard as a downstep, occurs only after a H tone and in final position of some nouns and numerals and that it becomes low when anything at all follows it. His examples include:

(3) a. ọsè ‘father’  
    ọsè wè ‘your father’

b. ọjọ ‘money’  
    ọjọ nànà ‘this money’

While our data attest to the fact that 'H is found only after H and in final position, 'H does not actually become L when followed by another tone: the examples in (4) show that HL and H'H contrast phrase-medially such that (4a) surfaces as H-M-M and (4b) as H-L-M since there is downdrift in the language.
In this paper, our main focus is on the behavior of tone in the noun phrase.

2. **Tonal alternations in the noun phrase**

In general, a simple noun phrase consists of a noun and a modifier, and the modifiers are of different types. From the way the NPs pattern, it is possible to classify them into five broad groups: non-associative, associative, noun+relative, noun/noun phrase doubling, and noun reduplication. In terms of tonal alternations, our data reveals the following generalizations:

- that there are tone changes resulting from the merging of vowels which illustrate the principle that H tones are preserved at the expense of L tones;
- that when a L tone between two H tones gets deleted, a downstep does not result, in contrast to what occurs in many languages that have downstep;
- that 'H becomes H when merged with an immediately following H tone in certain constructions; and
- that floating H tones exist in this language, which provides another way of illustrating these tone principles independent of vowel deletion.

2.1 **Non-associative noun phrases.** The structure of the NPs in this group is an N followed by its modifier(s). The modifiers, except the class of numerals, comprise a prefix vowel (which alternates to reflect number concord) and a stem. The prefix vowels of the definite article, the demonstrative and the possessive pronouns (first and second person singular forms only) bear L tones and when they follow the noun, both the prefix vowel and its L tone are deleted; the result is that there are no tone alternations in the noun. The independent forms of the modifiers are:
(i) Definite article: ònà ‘the (sing.)/this’ ~ ènà ‘the (pl.)/these’
òjè ‘that’ ~ èjè ‘those’

(ii) Demonstrative: ònànà ‘this one’ ~ ènànà ‘these ones’
òjênà ‘that one’ ~ èjênà ‘those ones’

(iii) Possessive Pronoun: (first and second person singular forms only)
òmè ~ èmè ‘my, mine’
òwé ~ èwé ‘your, yours’

These forms feature in the NPs in (5) below:

(5) a. úkpè ònà [úkpè nà] bed the ‘the bed’
b. íkó ènà [íkó nà] cups the ‘the cups’
c. úkpè ònànà [úkpè nànà] bed this (one) ‘this bed’
d. íkó ènànà [íkó nànà] cups these ‘these cups’
e. úkpè òmè [úkpè mé] bed my/mine ‘my bed’
f. íkó èwé [íkó wè] cups your/yours ‘your cups’

Welmers (1969) rightly lists òróbòi ‘that one over there’ as one of the demonstratives but this form actually belongs to the associative construction to be discussed in 2.2.

The indefinite article òvò ‘a, an, one’ alternates with èvò ‘some’; it also follows its noun and bears L tones but unlike in the constructions above, it is the final vowel of the noun which either gets elided if it is [-high] or undergoes glide formation if it is [+high]: however, its tone remains, again demonstrating the retention of H tone at the expense of L tone. The noun’s tone either merges with the tone of the prefix vowel of the modifier if it is also L as in (6a) and (6b) or replaces it if it is H or 'H as in (6c, d), evidence that the H tone is preserved at the
expense of the L tone.

(6) a. úkpè ṣvò = [úkpòvò]
   bed a, one
   ‘a, one bed’

b. àbò èvò ènà = [àbèvò nà]
   hands some the
   ‘some (of the) hands, some occasions’

c. íkó èvò = [íkévò]
   cups some
   ‘some cups’

d. ọsẹ ṣvò = [ọsśvò]
   father a, one
   ‘a, one father’

A wh- modifier also behaves in a similar way but since these are usually questions, the L question tonal morpheme (hereafter referred to as “tomorph”) attaches to the final vowel which already bears a H tone, and a HL contour is thereby created. In (7b) the tone immediately following 'H is L and so 'H survives while L is deleted. For example:

(7) a. ìwèvù ìbrò (L) = [ìwèvù brò]
   houses how many Q.
   ‘how many houses?’

b. ẹsẹ èvó (L) = [ẹsẹvọ]
   fathers which Q.
   ‘which fathers?’

Nouns may also be followed by numeral modifiers. Welmers (1969) gives a good, broad account of the numeral system of Urhobo and, as he correctly observes, the system is basically vigesimal, i.e., based on ‘twenty’ with a subordinate decimal division based on ‘ten’. Among the digits ‘one’ through ‘ten’, only /ọvò/ ‘one’ begins with a L tone. Welmers analyzes the initial tone of the digits ‘two’ through ‘ten’ as H but we believe that that tone is better analyzed as a LH contour for two main reasons. First, in the citation form of these digits, an initial LH contour is clearly perceived. The point must however be made that the tone contour is quick such that it can easily be simplified to H. Moreover, the LH contour appears to be a property only of the digits other than ‘one’, as these constitute the only group of words found with a contour tone in the citation form in this data. Other cases of tone contours are derived from the juxtaposition of the two basic tones on one vowel in certain grammatical constructions.

Second, following Welmers’ analysis where the numerals have initial H tone, the forms in (8) and (9) below should have similar outputs in the surface but they do not. Whereas in (8) the juxtaposition of L+H and 'H+H respectively at the
boundary between the noun and its attributive modifier results in a H tone, in (9) which involve numeral modifiers, a LH contour and a 'H respectively surface in the outputs, an indication that there is a difference in the tone sequences at the beginning of the modifier. As has been observed in our examples so far and from the forms in (8) below, a basic tone principle in this language is that the H tone is preserved at the expense of the L tone, such that the merging of L+H, H+L or 'H+H at grammatical boundaries usually produces a H tone and not a LH sequence or 'H (even if the L gets deleted from the phonetic string). Note that we cannot have a sequence of H+H because 'H is never found in word initial position: it always follows H within a morpheme.

One way to account for the difference between the outputs in (8) and (9) is to postulate a floating L construction-marking tomorph for (9) but, as we will show later, Urhobo has a floating H construction marker in certain numeral combinations that would make postulating a floating L uneconomical.

\[
\begin{align*}
(8) & \quad a. \text{íkpè ígrógrò} \quad [\text{íkpígrógrò}] & \\ & \text{‘long beds’} \\
& \quad b. \text{ésè éróárò} \quad [\text{éséwárò}] & \\ & \text{‘big fathers’} \\
(9) & \quad a. \text{íkpè ívè} \quad [\text{íkpívè}] & \\ & \text{‘two beds’} \\
& \quad b. \text{ésè érà} \quad [\text{ésèrà}] & \\ & \text{‘three fathers’}
\end{align*}
\]

However, the digits are the only group of words in the language found with a contour tone in the citation form, and this makes the tone sequence suspect as a lexical property of the numerals. Rather, we regard it as a property of the construction so that it is the construction that assigns an initial LH contour to the digits. Evidence that this may actually be the case can be seen in the form for ‘eleven’ /úhwóvó/ in the data presented in (12) below where /vò/ ‘one’, which is the only digit with an initial L in isolation, surfaces with a LH contour when it combines with the form for ‘ten’.

The digits of Urhobo are:

\[
\begin{align*}
(10) & \quad ọvò & \text{‘one’} & \text{ésá} & \text{‘six’} \\
& \quad ívé & \text{‘two’} & \text{ýry ré} & \text{‘seven’} \\
& \quad érà & \text{‘three’} & \text{čréřě} & \text{‘eight’} \\
& \quad éné & \text{‘four’} & \text{řřřiři} & \text{‘nine’} \\
& \quad ūjóři & \text{‘five’} & \text{ňhwè} & \text{‘ten’}
\end{align*}
\]
In the NP, the numeral modifier follows the N but it is the final vowel of the N that either undergoes glide formation if it is [+high] or gets elided if it is [-high] thereby setting its tone afloat. The floating tone merges with the prefix vowel of the numeral resulting in one of three tonal outputs: (i) a LH contour if the combination is a final L + a numeral-initial LH as in (11a, b); (ii) a \(^1\)H if the combination is \(^1\)H+LH as in (11c, d); or (iii) a H if the combination is H+LH as in (11e, f). Note that in (11c, d) the \(^1\)H survives because the immediately following tone is a sequence of L+H. Where the tone immediately following \(^1\)H is L, \(^1\)H survives but where it is H, \(^1\)H deletes as in (8b) above. In (11e, f), the expected HLH triple sequence simplifies to just H as a result of the principle that H tones are preserved. This principle of sacrificing L’s in favor of H’s will also be found in subsequent sections.

\[(11)\]

<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. ákà</td>
<td>àvè</td>
<td>[ákàvè]</td>
<td>‘two beds’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. àbò</td>
<td>àrà</td>
<td>[àbàrà]</td>
<td>‘three hands/ thrice’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. èsë</td>
<td>èvè</td>
<td>[èsèvè]</td>
<td>‘two fathers’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. égà</td>
<td>èrèrè</td>
<td>[ègàrèrè]</td>
<td>‘eight in-laws’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. ènè</td>
<td>èjòrì</td>
<td>[ènèjòrì]</td>
<td>‘five (tubers of) yams’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f. íkò</td>
<td>èsá</td>
<td>[ikàsá]</td>
<td>‘six cups’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The forms for ‘eleven’ through ‘nineteen’ are:

\[(12)\]

<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>úhwàvó</td>
<td>‘eleven’(^2)</td>
<td>íhwègbêsá</td>
<td>‘sixteen’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>íhwìvè</td>
<td>‘twelve’</td>
<td>íhwègbërè</td>
<td>‘seventeen’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>íhwèrà</td>
<td>‘thirteen’</td>
<td>íhwègbérrè</td>
<td>‘eighteen’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>íhwèǹé</td>
<td>‘fourteen’</td>
<td>íhwègbirírí</td>
<td>‘nineteen’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>íhwèjóri</td>
<td>‘fifteen’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After the form for ‘ten’, the only other unique forms are:

\(^2\) In this language, vowels frequently assimilate in roundness or backness to neighboring vowels. This explains why the initial vowel in the form for ‘11’ is [u] rather than [i]. See also the forms in example (16) below.
As will be noticed from the data in (12), the forms for 'eleven' through 'fifteen' are derived from a combination of 'ten' followed immediately by the forms for 'one' through 'five' with the final vowel of 'ten' elided. In terms of tone, these combinations manifest important tonal modifications. First, the L tone of the elided vowel of 'ten' merges with the L of the LH contour of the combining digit. Second, the initial LH of 'ten' simplifies to H while the L tone(s) of the root in the non-initial number becomes H; this tone raising does not affect all numerals in the construction, just the second one. We can account for this modification by postulating a floating H tone construction marker for numerals formed from a combination of two numerals in succession. This explains why ënè appears as ënè.

As part of the NP, the tone of the final vowel of the noun gets deleted with its vowel if it is L or \(^1\)H, leaving only the initial H tone of the numeral. In this case, the pattern of tone retention on the noun is different than it was in other noun + numeral cases, where those numerals began with a rising tone. In those earlier cases, final \(^1\)H is kept. Now here, \(^1\)H deletes while the initial H of the numeral is kept. This follows from the basic phonological distinction between the numbers, where there is a level H in these complex number constructions involving two numerals.

The forms in (14) below are examples of noun plus numeral:

(14) a. íwù íhwêvé = [íwíhwêvé] garments twelve ‘12 garments’
b. íko íhwijóri = [ikíhwijóri] cups fifteen ‘15 cups’
c. ésè íhwêné = [ésíhwêné] fathers fourteen ‘14 fathers’
From ‘sixteen’ through ‘nineteen’, the numerals ‘six’ through ‘nine’ are added to ‘ten’ with a conjunctive element [gbe] whose vowel and L tone are always elided. The only tonal modification in these combinations is on the initial vowel of ‘10’ which also bears H tone: units following [gbe] retain their original tone(s). In the NP, tonal alternations are as in (11) above. Examples include:

\[(15)\]  
\[\text{a. } \text{iwu } \text{ihwegbēsá} = [\text{iwíhwègbēsá}] \quad \text{‘16 garments’} \]
\[\text{b. } \text{esē } \text{ihwegbīrīrī} = [\text{esíhwègbīrīrī}] \quad \text{‘19 fathers’} \]
\[\text{c. } \text{ikó } \text{ihwegbērērē} = [\text{ikíhwègbērērē}] \quad \text{‘18 cups’} \]

The numerals ‘twenty-one’ through ‘twenty-nine’ and ‘thirty-one’ through ‘thirty-nine’ are formed by combining ‘twenty’ or ‘thirty’ and the relevant digit with [gbe] between them. No new tonal alternation occurs in these. From ‘forty’ onwards, counting is in multiples of ‘twenty’ and the numerals are formed by combining ‘twenty’ with the forms for ‘one’ through ‘nineteen’. In these multiples of ‘twenty’, a H tone emerges between ‘twenty’ and the combining numeral, evidence of the floating H construction marker identified earlier which is found in numerals made up of two numerals that follow each other directly without the intervention of [gbe].

The forms for ‘forty’, ‘sixty’, ‘eighty’ and ‘one hundred’ are:

\[(16)\]  
\[
\text{úžúvě } [\text{úžè + (H) + ívě}] \quad \text{‘forty’} \\
\text{úžórà } [\text{úžè + (H) + ěrà}] \quad \text{‘sixty’} \\
\text{úžóǹe } [\text{úžè + (H) + ñe}] \quad \text{‘eighty’} \\
\text{úžúóři } [\text{úžè + (H) + ūjorì}] \quad \text{‘one hundred’} \\
\]

As part of the NP, other tonal alternations result from the principle of H preservation earlier identified so that even a L-toned number prefix deletes when preceded by a H or ʼH. Compare the sequences in (17) with those in (18). Notice that there is no rising tone at all in these “multiplicative” structures and there is no prefixal rising tone in égō + úžè ‘twenty cups’.

\[(17)\]  
\[\text{a. } \text{íkó + úžúvě} = [\text{ikúžúvě}] \quad \text{‘40 cups’} \]
\[\text{b. } \text{égō + úžórà} = [\text{égúžórà}] \quad \text{‘60 in-laws’} \]
\[\text{c. } \text{àbò + úžóǹe} = [\text{àbúžóǹe}] \quad \text{‘80 hands/times’} \]
(18) a. íkó + ùţègbvívé = [íkúţègbvívé] ‘22 cups’
b. àbò + ùţègbënè = [àbùţègbënè] ‘24 hands/times’
c. égò + ùţúvégbíhwérá = [égúţúvégbíhwérá] ‘53 in-laws’
d. íkó + ùţónègbíhwégbíríí = [íkúţónègbíhwégbíríí] ‘99 cups’

The last group of non-associative NPs to be examined here is the Noun + Attributive modifier NP. As Welmers (1969) correctly observes, Urhobo has no word class which can be appropriately labeled ‘adjective’, rather there are attributive forms which function as adjectives and can be found in both the non-associative and associative constructions. Some of the non-associative attributive forms are derived from verbs through a process of reduplication and these usually have three or four syllables: those with three syllables bear HHL tones while those with four bear HHLL tones. As modifiers, they follow the noun and one of the following alternations may take place: (i) if both tones at the boundary are identical, they merely collapse into one with the final vowel of the noun deleting as in (19a, b); (ii) if the final vowel of the noun bears a ‘H or L and the prefix vowel of the modifier bears H, both the final vowel of the noun and its tone are deleted and replaced by the vowel and tone of the modifier as in (19c-f). If on the other hand the tone of the noun vowel is H and that of the modifier is L, then the noun vowel and its tone replace the modifier vowel and its tone as in (19g-i).

(19) a. úkó órúárò = [úkórwárò] ‘a big cup’
b. ànjmá ósfúafò = [ànjmófwáfò] ‘a white cloth’
c. ógò óbíébì = [ógóobjébì] ‘a black in-law’
d. íyò óbúébù = [íyóbwébù] ‘much/plenty of money’
e. èrù ótétèt = [èrwótétèt] ‘a small cap’
f. íkpè íjójòù = [íkpíjójòù] ‘nice beds’
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It is possible to combine some of these structures, but no new tone changes occur.

(20) a. íkpè ítètè ěnè ọnà
    bed small four the 'the four small beds'
 b. ëg5 ëkpókpà ësà
    in-laws new six 'six new in-laws'
 c. íkó ífèfè ėrérē èwè
    cups empty eight yours 'your eight empty cups'
 d. ëg5 íbúébù ọnà ëzóbi ọnà
    in-laws many the all the 'all the many in-laws'

A close look at the preceding data reveal that the loss of 'H is not conditioned by the fact that the vowel bearing it is deleted, but rather by the type of tone which immediately follows it: if the following tone is a L the 'H survives, but if the following tone is a H, the 'H is lost. The crucial feature of downstep deletion in this language is that 'H immediately follows H. This also explains why in (11c, d) where 'H merges with LH, 'H survives since it is immediately followed not by H but by the L part of the sequence.

In many languages that have downstep, sequences such as (19a) with consecutive H tones in a grammatical sequence (cf. Igbo (Clark 1980)), and (19f) where the L between two H tones is deleted (cf. Ghotuo (Elugbe 1985)) would trigger downstep, but in Urhobo they do not. In fact, as examples (19c, d), as well as many of the examples in the other sections show, the preservation of H will result in the replacement of 'H with regular H rather than the reverse. When 'H merges with an immediately following H on one vowel, the result is H and not 'H. These facts are worthy of note since they contradict what is usually held in the literature: that downstep results from a lost L tone, or that it is syntactically or grammatically conditioned. Even in the tradition where the downstep is regarded as an entity separate from the H, when H gets deleted, one does not expect the downstep to also be deleted. Yet, in Urhobo, the deletion of a H also means the deletion of the preceding downstep. Problems such as these have led some to re-
gard the third pitch in Urhobo as a mid tone and not ¹H, but its distribution is definitely that of a downstep. Unlike the M tone in, e.g. Yoruba, no utterance begins with this supposed M, and it does not appear after L: no tone rises above it within the phrase. As far as we can tell, the downstep in Urhobo is phonemic and is phonologically ‘bound’ to the H tone, and is found as part of the lexical tones of some nouns and numerals. There are no processes in the tonology of this language that actively create downsteps.

2.2 Associative constructions. The associative construction is used to express both a possession relation and an association relation. Its structure is that of a noun and its modifier conjoined by a high-toned independent grammatical morpheme /rέ/ which we refer to as the associative marker (AM). The vowel of AM is always elided in normal conversational speech and, in fast speech, even the consonant may be elided, although it is easy to recover both in slow deliberate speech. Its tone is retained and surfaces on the following vowel. Two types of associative constructions are examined: Noun + Noun, and Modifier + Noun.

2.2.1 Noun + Noun (N1 + N2) Associative construction. This type of NP signals a possession relation, and the modifier is either another noun or a possessive pronoun other than the first and second person singular forms. For our purposes here, we shall regard these possessive pronouns as nouns. The modifier follows the head noun with the high-toned AM between them. When the vowel of the AM is elided, its high tone obligatorily relinks onto the prefix vowel of N2 and either merges with the tone in that position if it is H, or replaces it if it is L. Thus, only the prefix vowel of N2 in the output is affected by tone change: it is always H. (Note that the tones involved in this alternation are those of the AM which is H and the prefix vowel of N2 which can only be H or L; ¹H is excluded from these positions). In (21c), because the noun begins with a consonant, a vowel is inserted in the output which then bears the H tone of AM after it is set afloat. As mentioned earlier, where the lost tone of N2 is a L, there is no lowering effect on any surviving tone in the sequence. This is because, as has been observed elsewhere (Aziza 2001), although there is downdrift in this language, the second H of a H-L-H sequence is lowered only if the L is present in the output. If it is deleted before it gets to the surface, it simply disappears leaving no trace on surviving tones. In (21d) there are two levels of the downstep, the first lowers the pitch of the following H while the second is lower than the first, producing a terracing ef-
fect. Where the NP is a recursive one as in (21h, i), the same processes observed above also take place with the high-toned AM preceding every additional noun.

(21) a. òbò ré ènì
hand AM elephant
[òbò rénì]
’an elephant’s hand’
b. úkó ré ógbá ré ̀tìvó (L)
Cup AM warlord AM where Q
[úkó rógbá rítìvó]
’a cup belonging to a warlord from where?’
c. ìyõ ré Tégà
money AM name
[ìyõ rítégà]
‘Tega’s money’
d. ìyõ ré ógò óvó (L)
money AM in-law which Q
[ìyõ rógò vò]
‘which in-law’s money?’
e. úkpè ré òjè
bed AM his
[úkpè rójè]
‘his bed’
f. ógò ré àvàrè
in-law AM we/our
[ógò rávàrè]
‘our in-law’
g. àŋmá ré òwàwà
cloth AM you/your (pl.)
[àŋmá rówàwà]
‘your cloth’

h. [[àŋmá ré òphái] ré òfàrà̀]
[àŋmá róphái rófàrà̀]
cloth AM bride AM man AM yesterday the
‘cloth (belonging to) the yesterday’s man’s bride’
i. [[òbò ré ènì] ré ìjèré]
[òbò rénì ríjèré]
hand AM elephant AM name of town
’a hand (belonging to) Jesse’s elephant’

2.2.2 Modifier + Noun. As mentioned in 2.1 above, there are attributive modifiers which signal an association relation which are actually nouns and feature in structures similar to the N1 + N2 phrase type described above except that in this case, the modifier precedes the noun.

(22) a. òmàmò ré òhúó =
[òmàmò róhwó]
good AM person
’a good person’
b. èràuè ré àgyúá =
animal AM bush
’a wild animal’
c. égòdò ré úfùòmá = [égòdò rúfswòmá]
compound AM peace ‘a peaceful compound’
d. ìríbò ré ínónè = [íríbò rínónè]
pepper AM today ‘today’s pepper’
e. ókpù ré àwàrè = [ókpù ràwàrè]
bag AM old ‘an old bag’
f. ókpù ré iyô = [ókpù ríyô]
bag AM money ‘a bag (containing) money’
g. [[[iyô ré úkó] ré ùdì] ré àjè òmé] =
money AM cup AM drink AM woman mine
[iyô rúkó rùdì ràjè mè ]
‘money for my wife’s cup of alcoholic drink’

There is also an associative construction that functions as an adverbial which Welmers lists as a demonstrative, namely óròbóì ‘that one over there’, pl. ìròbóì ‘those’. We treat them as associative constructions and not unanalyzable words for two main reasons: first, although Urhobo has vowel sequences, there are no [oi] sequences, and second, there is actually an approximant /j/ between the two vowels which may be elided. Examples of this form include the following. (Only the first example has been broken into its components.)

(23) a. ó -rè óbøjì = [óróbójì] pl. [èròbójì]
3rd pers.sg. AM there ‘that one over there’ ‘those ones over there’
b. óróbóì ‘the one (that is ) here’ pl. èròbóì ‘these’
c. órétìnì ‘this one here’ pl. èrétìnì ‘these’
d. órétìjì ‘that one there’ pl. èrétìjì ‘those’

It can also take a demonstrative as in (24) below:

(24) a. ànjmá róbóì nà ‘the cloth here’
b. éwù rétìjì nà ‘that dress there’
c. iyô róbóì nà ‘the money over there’

2.3 Noun + Relative Clause. In order to make this section clearer, some preliminary remarks about verbal constructions in Urhobo need to be made. Most of the simple verbs are either monosyllabic or disyllabic and begin with a consonant.
There are no minimal pairs in the verb class which differ in lexical meaning only as a result of a difference in tone patterning, so that while nouns can be classified according to their tone patterns, verbs cannot be so classified. In the citation form, all verbs (as well as all singular subject pronouns) bear the low tone and, although a number of tonal alternations are attested in verbal constructions, they are usually motivated by the different grammatical configurations. All verbs with the same syllable structure will behave alike in a given verbal construction. Differences in tense and aspect are usually revealed through tonal alternations in the subject NP, or the verb and/or the prefix of the object NP.

For instance, Urhobo marks only three tenses, the present, the past and the future and, apart from the future tense which has an additional tense marker, tenses are differentiated only by tone. There are floating Hs in all tenses, which appear on the final vowel of the subject NP in the present tense, on the final vowel of the verb stem in the past tense and on both the subject NP and the verb in the future tense. The question morpheme is a floating L tone borne by the final vowel of the utterance, while the negative morpheme is a floating LH tone also segmentalized utterance finally. The segmentation of these floating tones usually causes tonal modifications (often in favor of the H tone, including creating contour tones) and, in some cases, vowel lengthening. The examples in (25) are for illustration as a full examination of this topic is beyond the scope of this paper. Notice, however, that whereas segmentalization of the floating tones results in the creation of contour tones in (25a, d), it results in the deletion of L tones in (25b, c) while in (25e) it causes both vowel lengthening and tone contour.

(25) a. ọ (H) dè ọnè = [ọ dônè]
   3rd pers. sg. pres. buy yam
   ‘he/she buys/is buying yam’

b. ọ dè (H) ọnè = [ọ dônè]
   he/she buy past yam
   ‘he/she bought yam’

c. ọ (H) cà dè (H) ọnè = [ọ cà dônè]
   he/she fut. part. buy fut. yam
   ‘he/she will buy yam’

d. ọ dè (H) ọnè (L) = [ọ dônè]
   he/she buy past yam Q.
   ‘did he/she buy yam?’

e. ọ (H) dè ọnè (LH) = [ọ dônèè]
   he/she pres. buy yam Neg.
   ‘he/she doesn’t buy yam’
The Noun + Relative Clause construction is marked on both the segmental and tonal levels. It is marked by a low-toned relativizer /re:/ which occurs between the noun and the modifying relative clause and by a floating H tone which is segmentalized on the final vowel of the subject of the relative clause. The relativizer should not be confused with the AM because, although they are similar in terms of segments (both are /re/ and in both cases the vowel is deleted), they bear different tones: the AM bears a H tone while the relativizer bears a L tone. In addition, the tones of these morphemes behave differently. Whereas the H tone of the AM does not disappear when its vowel deletes but surfaces on the following vowel and replaces its inherent tone, the L of the relativizer disappears with its vowel with no effect on surrounding tones.

The subject of the relative clause immediately precedes the verb and its final vowel does not undergo vowel elision or glide formation because the following segment is a consonant. When the H tomorph construction marker is segmentalized on it, the result is the deletion of the L or 'H inherent tone at the end of the word in that position, so that this vowel always surfaces as H in the output. It can be seen in the examples in (26) below that this H tone is there in connection with relative clauses irrespective of whether the head noun is subject or object within the relative clause. In our examples, we identify the relativizer as rel., the subject concord marker as SCM and the floating construction marking tone as RTM (relative tone marker). Note that where both the tense marker and the RTM are segmentalized on the same vowel, the two merely contract into one with no effect on vowel length. In (26c, g, j), the past tense suffix [rè] found in (26a, b, e, f) is deleted because the verb takes an object, the verb stem vowel then gets elided resulting in the past tomorph surfacing on the prefix vowel of the object.

(26) a. òbò rè ènì (H) rèrà
   hand rel. elephant RTM ate
   ‘a hand that an elephant ate’

   = [òbò rènì rèrà]

b. òbò òna rè ò (H) rèrà
   hand the rel. he/she RTM ate
   ‘the hand that he/she/it ate’

   = [òbò nà rò rèrà]

c. ènì rè ò (H) rè (H) òbò
   elephant rel. SCM RTM eat past hand
   ‘an elephant that ate a hand’

   = [ènì rò rjòbò]
In (27) below, we present some examples in context. Notice that any word before the relative clause verb has a final H and in (27c), we display the two types of \[r\] in the complex NP: the first one, the associative marker, which joins two nouns bears a high tone while the second one, the relativizer, which joins the first NP to the relative clause bears a low tone, although after relevant phonological processes have taken place, both are indistinguishable.
(27) a. me mrê òbô rè ènì (H) rèrè  = [me mrôbô rènî rèrè]
    I saw hand rel. elephant RTM ate
    ‘I saw a hand that an elephant ate’

    b. òbô rè ènì (H) rèrè ọjè mé mrêrè  = [òbô rènî rèrè ọjè mé mrêrè]
    hand rel. elephant RTM ate that I saw
    ‘a hand that an elephant ate was what I saw’

    c. [[[jasare rè ọpà ọnà] rè ọ (H) dê úkpè] ọdê] jèrì nònè]
    man AM bride the rel. SCM RTM bought bed yesterday fell today
    = [jasare rọpà nà rò dúkpè ọdê jèrì nònè]
    ‘the husband of the bride who bought a bed yesterday fell down today’

From the foregoing, it is easy to observe that the tone change, even here, is not
due to vowel deletion, but rather to the affiliation of a floating tone.

2.4 Tonal alternation in Noun/NP doubling. Noun/noun phrase doubling is a
syntactic construction used in Urhobo to express some type of quantification
equivalent to the English noun phrases: ‘every/each + noun’ and ‘only/so many
or much + noun’. The construction is marked on both the segmental and tonal
levels. A low-toned independent morpheme [kè] precedes the noun and both the
morpheme and the noun are duplicated to make up the noun phrase. The vowel of
[kè] together with its L tone are elided while the consonant joins the following
noun by resyllabification. A floating H tone construction marker (which we iden-
tify as the double construction tone marker (DTM) surfaces on the right end of
the first noun and the result is that an underlying L or ‘H in that position becomes
H in the output. Only the right edge of the first noun is affected by tonal modifi-
cation, all other tones remain intact. The NP may be further modified by an ‘ad-
djective’ which is also doubled as in (28g, h). We have used this NP type in com-
plete clauses in those last two examples to show its behavior in fuller sentential
context: the doubling of segments does not proceed beyond the ‘adjective’ and
the tone principles of the preservation of H remain the same, but note that the
floating H will appear on a postnominal adjective, if the noun phrase contains a
modifier. Tense tones have not been further analyzed. In (28h) both the associative
and relative clause markers are involved and the results are as expected.
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(28) a. kè òbò (H) kè òbò = [kòbókòbò] ‘every/each hand’
   part. hand RDTM part. hand

b. kè ọfàrè (H) kè ọfàrè = [kófàrékófàrè] ‘every/each man’
   part. man RDTM part. man

c. kè úkó (H) kè úkó = [kúkókúkó] ‘every /each cup’
   part. cup RDTM part. cup

d. kè ọrìbò (H) kè ọrìbò = [kìríbókìríbó] ‘every/each pepper’
   part. pepper RDTM part. pepper

e. kè ọgò (H) kè ọgò = [kógòkógò] ‘every/each in-law’
   part. in-law RDTM part. in-law

f. kè èwéři (H) kè èwéři = [kèwéřikèwéři] ‘every/each monkey’
   part. monkey RDTM part. monkey

g. kè úkpè ọròdè (H) kè úkpè ọròdè rè ọ (H) dérè ọrìři = [kúkpè ròdè kúkpè ròdè ró dérè ọrìři]
   part. bed big RDTM part. bed big rel. he/she RTM bought broke
   ‘each/every large bed that he/she bought got broken’

h. kè ómàmò rè èwéři (H) kè ómàmò rè èwéři rè ọ (H) cà = [kòmàmò rèwéři kòmàmò rèwéři ró cà dé cà jé]
   Part. good AM monkey RDTM part. good AM monkey rel. he fut. RTM
   buy fut. run
   ‘each /every good monkey that he/she will buy will run (away).’

In these sequences too, L and 'H delete in the presence of floating H, also not involving vowel fusion

2.5 Tonal alternation in noun reduplication. This construction conveys the meaning ‘only/so many or much + noun’ and affects mainly the plural form of the noun. As mentioned earlier, pluralization is by prefix vowel alternation. This NP type is not marked by any independent segment rather, all the sound segments of the first occurrence of the noun except the prefix vowel and the initial consonant segment(s) fuse with the duplicate. Other words that follow the noun within the
phrase are not copied. In terms of tone, a floating H toned reduplication marker (RM) surfaces on the prefix vowel of the noun duplicate resulting in the replacement of L or \( ^{1}H \) in that position. Examples include the following.

\[
\begin{align*}
22 & \quad \text{(29) a. } \text{àbò (H) ìbò} = \quad \text{[àbábò]} \\
& \quad \text{hands RDTM hands} \\
& \quad \text{b. } \text{éšè (H) éšè} = \quad \text{[éšéśé]} \\
& \quad \text{fathers RM fathers} \\
& \quad \text{c. } \text{íbró (H) íbró re énè} = \quad \text{[íbríbró rénè]} \\
& \quad \text{halves RDTM halves AM yams} \\
& \quad \text{‘only/so many hands’} \\
& \quad \text{‘only/so many fathers’} \\
& \quad \text{‘only/so many half (tubers of) yam’}
\end{align*}
\]

3. Summary and conclusion

In this paper, we have described tonal alternations as they occur in different types of noun phrases in Urhobo. The noun phrases were divided into four main groups: the non-associative, the associative, the noun + Relative clause and noun reduplication constructions, each with a number of sub-types. One obvious fact is that floating grammatical tones exist and are commonly used to mark various grammatical constructions in this language. In all the NPs examined, tonal alternations affect only sequences at word boundaries and result from either the merging of vowels or the segmentalization of floating grammatical tones. From the evidence at our disposal, the behavior of tones in the NP illustrate a general principle that H tones are preserved at the expense of L tones. In addition, when \( ^{1}H \) merges with an immediately following H on the same vowel, the result is H rather than \( ^{1}H \), an indication that \( ^{1}H \) is this language may have a phonemic status; more so that the phenomenon is found only as part of the lexical make-up of some nouns. There is also evidence that grammatical tones have more relevance in the grammar of this language than lexical tones. so that L and \( ^{1}H \) delete in the presence of floating grammatical H even where vowel fusion may not be involved.
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